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Abstract—Electromagnetic communication at the nanoscale
has, to date, been studied in either the very high frequency (VHF)
(30–300 MHz) or in the TeraHertz band (0.1–10 THz). The main
focus of this paper is on electromagnetic communication in the
VHF band and determining the bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance of nanoscale receivers utilizing a carbon nanotube (CNT).
To determine BER performance, statistical characterization of
an average-level detector output is obtained for two different
receiver configurations: nanotube receiver, and tunneling nan-
otube receiver. For the nanotube receiver, the linear component
not considered in the previous studies is included and shown to
significantly affect the variance of the detector output and, also,
exact analysis is performed with some significant differences to
previous approximations. The tunneling nanotube receiver, for
which no statistical characterization has been done to date, is
analyzed. Extensive simulation studies are presented to confirm
the accuracy of the theoretical results provided for the distribution
of the average-level detector output. The feasible communication
distances are investigated based on the BER performance by using
realistic system parameters. The results reveal the potential usage
of the VHF band in nanonetworks and highlight the importance of
maximizing the charge at the CNT tip.

Index Terms—Carbon nanotubes, field emission, tunnel-
ing effect, nanonetworks, nanomachines, VHF band, wireless
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

NANOMACHINES consist of nanoscale components such
as sensing, power, processing, data storage, and commu-

nication units. Nanomachines can form a nanonetwork to per-
form cooperative operation for many applications in nanoscale
environments [1]. Envisioned applications of these nanonet-
works include air pollution control, monitoring the condition of
crops in farming, health monitoring, controlled drug delivery,
smart garbage processing to help biodegradation, intercon-
nected offices, and even bio-hybrid implants [2]–[4].
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It is beneficial to conduct communication theoretic research
in parallel to hardware-oriented research aiming to develop
complete nanomachines [1]. An “ant-sized” (3.7 mm × 1.2 mm
chip) power-harvesting radio operating at 24 GHz and 60 GHz
has been recently demonstrated [5]. This demonstrates the
trend towards smaller and smaller radios operating at higher
frequencies than before, and radios with energy harvesting.
Inevitably, this trend will lead to integrated nanodevices. Re-
cently, nanowire computer with 180 transistors has been experi-
mentally demonstrated [6]. As mentioned therein, this suggests
that in the near-future general purpose nanoprocessors can be
realized.

Recent studies show that a single mechanically oscillat-
ing carbon nanotube (CNT) constitutes the four fundamental
components of a receiver, i.e., antenna, filter, amplifier, and
demodulator [7], [8]. The frequency range of CNT-based re-
ceivers utilizing mechanical oscillations is within the very high
frequency (VHF) band ranging from 30–300 MHz. The VHF
band has a much reduced path loss compared to the THz band,
which was determined to be the frequency band to use for nano-
scale networks in [9]. We believe that CNT-based reception
using mechanical oscillations in the VHF band is a promising
frequency alternative for nanonetworks. Furthermore, a CNT-
based receiver contains its own antenna [7], so that it can benefit
from reduced path loss in the VHF band without a large an-
tenna. Despite its extremely small size, the nanotube has the po-
tential to collect radiation over a relatively large area [8]. It has
also been shown that a CNT or a graphene-based mechanical
oscillator can be used to develop the transmitter circuitry [10],
[11]. In this paper we focus on the receivers that use a CNT.

The first demonstration of a CNT-based receiver used the
field emission effect with a CNT of approximately 500 nm long
[7], [8]. Moreover, an experimental demonstration showed that
audio signals could be received over a wireless channel [7],
[8]. Recent [12] utilizes a similar receiver as [7], [8] but with
nanopillars instead CNTs. A fabrication method for nanopillars
enabling accurate positioning is also presented. Experimental
tests verify that audio signals can be received with a nanopillar
array. The same theoretic principles apply to nanopillars as to
CNTs even through nanopillars are significantly larger than
CNTs. A proof-of-concept is provided by simulations of a
CNT-based receiver using the tunneling effect in [13]. In [14],
a nanotube suspended between two electrodes was used for
demodulation, operation as antenna is not included and an
external source connected to the electrodes is assumed. In the
remainder of this paper we use the nanotube receiver from [7],
[8] and the tunneling nanotube receiver from [13]. Both of
these receivers are based on mechanical oscillations of a CNT
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attached to an electrode, caused by the electromagnetic (EM)
communication signal and the associated electric field. The use
of mechanical oscillations enables these nanoscale receivers to
work at very low frequencies. These mechanical oscillations
can be detected by using the field emission effect (in nanotube
receivers) or quantum tunneling effect (in tunneling nanotube
receivers) as described in [7], [8], [13]. In both of these re-
ceivers, electrons move from the CNT tip to a nearby counter
electrode leading to output current enabling reception. The
differences between nanotube and tunneling nanotube receivers
are in the applied voltages (between the electrodes) and the
distances between the CNT tip and the counter-electrode. The
nanotube receiver requires the use of voltages ranging from
30–300 V [7], [15], [16] while the tunneling nanotube receiver
requires 10 V or less [13]. The nanotube receiver has relaxed
requirements in terms of distances while the tunneling nanotube
receiver requires distance of a few nm [8]. The difference in
terms of the communication theoretic aspect, (this is the focus
of our paper) is that the equations governing the relationship
between the input and output are different for both cases.

The communication theory aspect of the nanotube receiver
only is investigated in [17], [18]. The mean and variance of
the decision variable are determined for the nanotube receiver
for digital communication by using On/Off keying with a tone
signal to calculate the bit error rates (BER). However, only
the second order component is considered in the relationship
between the input and output in the nanotube receiver and
the linear component was not considered at all. Reference
[19] presents the first communication theoretical analysis of
nanoscale optical communication in the 300–700 THz band.
Therein, CNTs are used as photodiodes and performance is
evaluated for multiple noise types which are typical in optical
receivers. For digital radio frequency (RF) communication,
there is so far no analysis incorporating the linear component in
the received signal which affects the performance significantly,
as will be shown in our analysis. Furthermore, the communica-
tion theoretic analysis of the tunneling nanotube receiver is also
missing in the literature so far.

In this paper, we consider the performance of the nanotube
receivers and the tunneling nanotube receivers for digital com-
munication by using the existing physical models. To reveal the
actual digital communication performance, we find exact statis-
tics of the decision variable for both nanotube receivers and tun-
neling nanotube receivers by first deriving an exact correlation
function for the colored noise component affecting the decision
variable used for determining the received bit. Our analysis
of nanotube receiver includes the second order, linear, and
constant components in the received signal to provide more ac-
curate characterization of digital communication performance.
The utilized parameters for nanotube receiver are based on real
measurements [16]. Our main contributions in this paper are:

1) Statistical characterization of the decision variable:
For nanotube receiver we show that the linear component,
which has not been considered in the previous studies,
significantly affects the variance and must be included
in the analysis. In addition to including the linear com-
ponent, we also perform exact analysis for the mean and

Fig. 1. Nanotube radio receiver.

variance. We determine that the difference to the previous
approximation studies [17], [18] is significant for the
variance in the noise-only (Off) case. We also find the
mean and variance for tunneling nanotube receiver for
which statistical characterization has not been considered
to date.

2) Digital communication performance: We evaluate the
communication range with On/Off keying for nanotube
and tunneling nanotube receivers. Previously, these com-
munication ranges have not been determined at all. Our
results show that, although communication distances are
not sufficient for terrestrial radio communication with
long link distances, they are suitable for use in nanonet-
works. The developed expressions are validated by simu-
lations based on highly oversampled RF signals.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following
manner. In Section II, we explain the utilized signal model for
nanotube and tunneling nanotube receivers. We discuss how an
electric field at a receiver will lead to output current. Then in
Section III we explain how the receiver’s output current can
be used for digital communication with average-level detection
and On-Off keying. To evaluate the bit error rate performance,
we derive expressions for the mean and variance of the average
level detector output for both noise and signal with noise cases
for the nanotube receiver in Section IV and for the tunneling
nanotube receiver in Section V. The numerical and simulation
results are presented in Section VI. Effects of the CNT’s size
parameters are discussed in Section VII. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section VIII.

II. ELECTROMECHANICAL SIGNAL CONVERSION

AT NANOTUBE RECEIVER

The nanotube receiver circuitry developed in [7] is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The CNT is attached to an electrode, and there
is a counter-electrode close by. A DC voltage V is applied
between the electrodes. This voltage yields the accumulation
of negatively charged electrons at the tip of the nanotube as
shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the electric field associated with the
incoming EM transmission leads to the displacement of the tip
of the nanotube, i.e., mechanical oscillation, due to forces on
the charge −q, where q is the absolute total value of the charge
from the negatively charged electrons. The receiver is enclosed
in a few micrometers long vacuum container to increase the in-
duced current, reduce noise effects, and protect the CNT radio.
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Note that the vacuum container can also cause a limitation for
downgrading the CNT radio size, reduction of which requires
special investigation and beyond the scope of our work.

In the following subsections, we present the model for me-
chanical oscillations, and then, we formulate the induced elec-
trical current at the nanotube receiver and tunneling nanotube
receiver.

A. Induced Mechanical Oscillations by Electric
Field and Noise

The mechanical oscillation of the tip of the nanotube is
characterized by the time-variant vertical displacement y(t)
(in the vertical axis of Fig. 1). The mechanical oscillation
can be caused by received electric field from a transmitter
and thermomechanical noise. First, we show the mechanical
transfer function for relationship between the electric field and
y(t). Then we show the noise component in y(t).

1) Mechanical Transfer Function: The frequency response
of the vertical displacement for an incoming electric field with
frequency f can be found as [7]

|Hmech( f )|= q/meff√(
4π2 f 2 −ω2

0

)2
+
(

2π f ω0
Q

)2
, (1)

where meff is the effective mass of the CNT, Q is the quality fac-
tor of the CNT (typically ∼ 400–800), and ω0 is the resonance
frequency of the CNT.

The response is strongest when ω = 2π f is close to the
resonance frequency ω0. The resonance frequency of the first
mode can be derived using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory as
ω0 = 2πce/L2, where L is the length of the CNT and ce is a
constant dependent on the physical dimensions of the CNT and
Young’s modulus, the calculation of which is given in [7].

The time constant for the oscillation, i.e., the required dura-
tion to reach 63% of its steady-state amplitude, is τ = 2Q/ω0

[20]. The higher quality factor Q yields improved frequency
resolution and higher steady-state gain. However, the higher
quality factor also leads to an increased transient duration,
limiting the available communication rate [20].

2) Mechanical Noise: The CNT vibrates due to thermal
energy even when no electric field is present. The vertical
displacement due to thermal energy is represented by ynoise(t).
Based on the equipartition theorem [20]

E
(
ynoise(t)

2)= kBTK

meffω2
0

, (2)

where E(·) denotes expectation, kB is the Boltzmann constant
and TK is the temperature in Kelvin. The corresponding one-
sided power spectral density (PSD) is given by [20], [21]

Nth( f ) =
4kBTKω0

Qmeff

[(
4π2 f 2 −ω2

0

)2
+(2π f ω0/Q)2

] . (3)

This PSD follows due to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
[22]. It should be noted that in practical CNTs other noise
sources such as adsorption-desorption noise, and tension noise
can be dominant [8]. Following [8], we only consider ther-
momechanical noise, which is shown to ultimately limit the

performance. We also point out that in atomic force microscopy
(AFM) also oscillations based on the thermal vibrations are
dominant [20]. The noise effect for (3) can be taken as a white
Gaussian stationary noise process with one-sided PSD [17],
[20], [22] as

Na =
4meffkBTKω0

Qq2 (4)

which drives the CNT with frequency response given by (1).
Background radio noise in the VHF band could also be modeled
by incrementing Na by the PSD of the ambient noise.

B. Electrical Current Conversion: Vertical Displacement
y(t)→ Output Current

We approximate to our analysis the nanotube receiver [7],
[16] and the tunneling nanotube receiver [13] with quadratic
and exponential current conversion functions, respectively.

1) Quadratic Current Conversion Function: Based on
Fowler-Nordheim law the field electron emission output current
can be modeled with [15], [16]

I (y(t)) = A1 (β(y(t))V )2 exp

(
− B1

β(y(t))V

)
, (5)

where A1 and B1 are constants given in [16] and β(y(t)) is
the local field enhancement factor which can be approximated
with [16]

β(y(t)) = β0 +β1y(t)+β2y(t)2, (6)

where β0, β1, and β2 based on electrostatic calculations and real
experiments are given in [16].

By using (6) in (5) and utilizing Taylor series approximation
(as in [16]) of I(y(t)) in terms of y(t) we get quadratic function
approximation of I(y(t)) as

g1 (y(t)) = I0α2y(t)2 + I0α1y(t)+ I0, (7)

where g1(y(t)) represents an approximation to I(y(t)) and

α2 =

(
2β2

β0
+

β1
2

β0
2 +

B1
2β1

2

2V 2β0
4 +

B1β2

V β0
2 +

B1β1
2

V β0
3

)
, (8)

α1 =β1

(
B1 +2V β0

V β0
2

)
, (9)

and the zero displacement (y(t) = 0) current is

I0 = A1(β0V )2 exp

(
− B1

β0V

)
. (10)

The accuracy of this approximation is shown in Fig. 2 using
parameters corresponding to [16, Table I]. These parameters
correspond to a slightly tilted CNT resulting the maximum
current being obtained with a negative transverse displacement
y. In the figure, we also show results for I0α2y2 + I0 since later
it will be shown that it is enough for analyzing the mean of the
decision variable. However, for variance, the linear component
needs to be included.
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Fig. 2. Taylor approximation of nanotube receiver output current as a function
of the CNT tip transverse displacement y.

Fig. 3. Approximation of tunneling nanotube receiver output current,
cA =−3.2681×109, cB = 11.0121, dGap,0 = 5 nm.

2) Exponential Current Conversion Function: The expo-
nential relationship can be used to model output current as a
function of gap distance [23], i.e.,

I (y(t)) = 10cAdGap(y(t))+cB , (11)

where cA and cB are parameters and dGap(y(t)) =√
d2

Gap,0 + y(t)2 is the gap between the CNT tip and a

sharp counter-electrode [13] with dGap,0 denoting the tunneling
gap in the rest position. We approximate I(y(t)) given by (11)
with

g2 (y(t)) = c1 exp
(
−c2y(t)2) , (12)

where c1 = 10cB+cAdGap,0 and c2 = − ln(10)cA/(2dGap,0). Its
accuracy is verified in Fig. 3.

The tunneling nanotube receiver in [13] corresponds to cA =
−3.2681×109, cB = 11.0121, dGap,0 = 5 nm. It can be seen in
Fig. 3 that the tunneling nanotube receiver is sensitive for small
vertical displacement of the CNT tip.

Fig. 4. Digital communication model based on On-Off keying.

III. COMMUNICATION MODEL

In Fig. 4, we show the communication model which we
will consider in the remainder of our paper. We see two main
scenarios for using nanotube and tunneling nanotube receivers
in nanonetworks: 1) Broadcast communication for downlink
from a portable macro-scale transmitter close enough to the
nanonetwork to be controlled to enable sufficient electric field
strength at the nanoscale receivers, i.e., within a few meters;
2) for nanomachine to nanomachine links with very short com-
munication distances, i.e., in the order of a few millimeters [24].

A. Modulation Scheme and Transmitted Signal

Amplitude modulated (AM) audio signal has been used in
[7], [8]

sAM(t) = A [1+hcos(2π fLt)]cos(2π fct +θ), (13)

where A is the amplitude, h < 1 is the modulation index, fL

is the frequency of the modulating signal, fc is the carrier
frequency, and θ is random carrier phase. For digital com-
munication where the purpose is to transmit bits we utilize a
sinusoidal tone with On-Off keying similar as in [17], i.e., the
transmitted signal in the On state corresponding to bit 1 is

sCW(t) = Acos(2π fct +θ) (14)

and in the Off state (bit 0) nothing is transmitted. As an example
of the demodulation, let us consider how square-law operation
will affect the above signals. For noiseless AM signal,

sAM(t)2

A2 =

(
1
2
+

h2

4

)
+hcos(2π fLt)+

h2

4
cos(4π fLt)

+cos(4π fct+2θ)
[

1
2
+

h2

4
+hcos(2π fLt)+

h2

4
cos(4π fLt)

]
(15)

which contains a DC term, the desired term with the correct
modulation message frequency, a double frequency term, and a
radio carrier frequency term.

Although the AM is intended for audio signals, it can be
applied for digital communication by using two (or more)
modulation frequencies ( fL,1 and fL,2) one of which represents
bit 0 and the another one represents bit 1. This is frequency shift
keying (FSK) modulating an RF carrier using AM, similar to
audio FSK (AFSK). In noncoherent demodulation, we can use
two bandpass filters followed by envelope detectors and find the
larger output.
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In this work, we do not consider AFSK due to the required
complexity for demodulation. For our preferred signal, the
sinusoidal signal, the square-law operation leads to

sCW(t)2 =
A2

2
+

A2

2
cos(4π fct +2θ), (16)

which contains a DC term and a radio frequency term.

B. Received Signal

1) Electric Field Strength at the Receiver: We assume the
standard free space channel model, and the utilization of other
channel effects such as shadowing or scattering on the path is
left for future work. By using the impedance of the free space
(120π), we get the electric field strength

Erad =

√
PT10

G
10

√
60
d

, (17)

where PT is power used for transmission in [W], G is the gain of
the transmitting antenna in [dBi] and d is the distance between
transmitter and receiver in [m]. This equation is based on the
far field theory so for very short communication distances the
field strength is much higher.

2) CNT Tip Displacement y(t) and Output Current: Let us
use recv to denote the case with both signal and noise (On)
and noise to denote the noise-only case (Off). Now the CNT tip
displacement y(t) can be represented as

y(t) =

{
yrecv(t) bit = 1
ynoise(t) bit = 0,

(18)

where ynoise(t) is the colored Gaussian noise resulting from
feeding the white Gaussian noise with one-sided PSD Na given
in (4) through the filter Hmech corresponding to (1). For the
signal with noise case, yrecv(t) = ys(t) + ynoise(t) and ys(t)
is the received signal component (electric field) filtered with
Hmech. We map the CNT tip displacement to output current
for the nanotube and tunneling nanotube receivers by using
functions (7) and (12), respectively, leading to time varying
output current I(y(t)). The current conversion functions are
operating on the noisy CNT tip transverse displacement y(t).
The fundamental performance limits come from the signal-to-
noise-ratio between the signal component ys(t) and the noise
component ynoise(t).

The nanotube receiver output current (7) always includes the
component I0. DC cancellation to remove I0 would remove also
a big part of the signal component coming from the square-law
term I0α2y(t)2, where y(t) is defined in (18) and multiplication
of square-law term with I0α2 comes from (7). The varying DC
level makes blocking only I0 challenging. To keep the receiver
simple and for protecting important signal components we do
not assume any DC blocks.

C. Average-Level Detector and Threshold Setting

Following [13], [17], we use an average-level detector to
detect the presence of a signal. Therefore, the utilized decision

statistic for both nanotube and tunneling nanotube receivers is

ξ =
1
T

T∫

t=0

I (y(t))dt, (19)

where T is the bit interval. Here the time index t = 0 denotes
the start of the considered bit interval. The synchronization
errors would reduce the signal component in the detector output
and/or cause intersymbol interference (ISI).

Basically, the presence of a signal will reduce the output cur-
rent level and this can be used to detect the presence of a signal
with a threshold λ to separate bit 0 and bit 1. The reduction of
the output current due non-zero y can be observed in Fig. 3. This
reduction also occurs in the case of nanotube receiver (Fig. 2)
since (as shown later by the analysis) for the nanotube receiver
the coefficient α1 in (7) can be ignored when finding the mean
of the detector output. However, the linear component scaled by
α1 cannot be ignored when finding the variances.

To model the internal noise (such as thermal noise) of the re-
ceiver, we add an additive zero-mean Gaussian random variable
ν with variance σ2

int to the detector output, i.e.,

η = ξ+ν, (20)

where η is the detector output with internal noise and ξ is the
detector output without internal noise (but with thermomechan-
ical noise and any possible signals). Thus

E(ηnoise) =E(ξnoise) (21)

E(ηrecv) =E(ξrecv) (22)

Var(ηnoise) =Var(ξnoise)+σ2
int (23)

Var(ηrecv) =Var(ξrecv)+σ2
int, (24)

where Var(·) denotes the variance and subscript noise refers to
the noise-only case and recv refers to the signal with noise case.
Assuming equiprobable bits we find the BER with

BER(λ) =
1
2

Prob(ηnoise ≤ λ)+
1
2

Prob(ηrecv > λ). (25)

By invoking the Gaussian approximation

BER(λ) =
1
2

(
1−Qfunc

(
λ−E(ηnoise)√

Var(ηnoise)

))

+
1
2

Qfunc

(
λ−E(ηrecv)√

Var(ηrecv)

)
, (26)

where Qfunc(·) denotes the tail probability of standard normal
distribution. The two critical points for this are given in the
by (68) in Appendix B. The critical point leading to smaller
BER gives the optimal threshold. We point out that in principle
another critical point can also be used [17]. For example when
Var(ηrecv) > Var(ηnoise) we could decide bit 1 if η is less than
the first threshold or larger than the second threshold. Since this
leads to only small gains for the studied receivers, we use only
one threshold and assume that the optimal threshold λ∗ from
(68) is used.
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IV. MEAN AND VARIANCE WITH THE QUADRATIC

CURRENT CONVERSION FUNCTION

In this Section, we derive the mean and variance of the
average-level detector output for both noise and signal with
noise cases for the quadratic current conversion function (7) to
obtain theoretical results for the bit error rate for the On-Off
keying with the nanotube receiver [7], [8].

A. Noise Analysis

By utilizing the resonator’s noise-equivalent bandwidth

WNE = π f0/2Q, (27)

we get

E(ξnoise) =
I0α2

T

T∫

t=0

E
[
y2

noise(t)
]

dt + I0

= I0α2Na ·WNE · |Hmech( f0)|2 + I0.

Variance for noise (thermomechanical) only case is obtained
with (see [25])

Var(ξnoise) =
1
T

T∫

τ=−T

(1−|τ|/T )Cg1(ynoise)(τ)dτ, (28)

where Cg1(ynoise)(·) denotes autocovariance of the process
g1(ynoise(t)) and g1(·) is given in (7). Let us denote x= ynoise(t1)
and y = ynoise(t2) and τ = t2 − t1. x and y follow the bivariate
normal distribution, i.e.,

[x,y]∼ N
(
[0,0],

[
Cynoise(0) Cynoise(τ)
Cynoise(τ) Cynoise(0)

])
, (29)

where the autocovariance Cynoise(·) of the noise process ynoise(t)
is derived in the Appendix A. It is straightforward to show that
E[y2

noise(t)] = Na ·WNE · |Hmech( f0)|2 =Cynoise(0) and thus

E(ξnoise) = I0α2Cynoise(0)+ I0 (30)

By definition Cg1(ynoise)(·) is

Cg1(ynoise)(τ)

= E [(g1(x)−E(ξnoise))(g1(y)−E(ξnoise))]

= E [g1(x)g1(y)]−E(ξnoise)
2

= I2
0 E
[
(α2x2+α1x+1)(α2y2 +α1y+1)

]
−E(ξnoise)

2.

(31)

By using the Isserlis’ theorem [26] for moments of multivariate
normal distribution we get

Cg1(ynoise)(τ)
= I2

0

(
α1

2E(xy)+α1α2E(x2y)+α1α2E(xy2)

+α1E(x)+α1E(y)
+α2

2E(x2y2)+α2E(x2)+α2E(y2)+1
)

− I2
0

[
α2Cynoise(0)+1

]2

= I2
0 α2

1Cynoise(τ)+ I2
0 α2

2

[
Cynoise(0)

2 +2Cynoise(τ)
2]

+ I2
0 2α2Cynoise(0)+ I2

0

− I2
0 α2

2Cynoise(0)
2 −2I2

0 α2Cynoise(0)− I2
0

= I2
0 α2

1Cynoise(τ)+2I2
0 α2

2Cynoise(τ)
2. (32)

The variance can now be obtained by substituting above result
to (28). Let us separate the resulting integral into parts as

Var(ξnoise) =
1
T

T∫

τ=−T

(1−|τ|/T ) I2
0 α1

2Cynoise(τ)dτ

+
1
T

T∫

τ=−T

(1−|τ|/T )2I2
0 α2

2Cynoise(τ)
2dτ

=Var(ξ1)+Var(ξ2). (33)

By substituting (61) (from Appendix A) and performing the
integration, we get the exact result

Var(ξ1) = −ϖ
T
(I0α1)

2

×
(

2
u2(u−v)

− 2
v2(u−v)

− 2
Tu3(u−v)

+
2

T v3(u−v)
+

2e−Tu

Tu3(u−v)
− 2e−T v

T v3(u−v)

)
(34)

where ϖ, u, and v are defined in the Appendix A. By using
the definitions of u and v we get an expression involving only
real-valued variables. To get an approximation, we note that in
practical systems the quality factor Q � 1 and the bit interval
should be much longer than transient duration, so T ω0 � 2Q.
Therefore, the real component in −Tu and −T v has a large
negative value so we can ignore the exponential components
involving these. We get

Var(ξ1)≈
ϖ
T

I0
2α1

2
(

2(Q2 +QT ω0 −1)

Q2T ω4
0

)

≈ 2ϖI0
2α1

2

T

(
Q+T ω0

QT ω4
0

)

≈ 2ϖI0
2α1

2

T

(
1

Qω3
0

)
=

I0
2α1

2

T
Na

2Q2 |Hmech( f0)|2

(35)

Similarly, by substituting (61) (from Appendix A) into (33) and
integrating the second term, we get the exact result for Var(ξ2)
presented in (69) in Appendix C, for which we obtain an
approximation with similar assumptions as we used for Var(ξ1)

Var(ξ2)≈
ϖ2I0

2α2
2

T 2

(
−2Q4 +2Q3T ω0 +2QT ω0 −1

Q2ω6
0

)

≈ ϖ2I0
2α2

2

T 2

(
−2Q4 +2Q3T ω0 +2QT ω0

Q2ω6
0

)

≈ ϖ2I0
2α2

2

T
2Q

ω5
0

=
I0

2α2
2

T
WNE

2

(
Na |Hmech( f0)|2

)2
(36)
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This result can also be obtained by starting from the upcon-
verted RC-noise model represented by (67) in Appendix A by
following the similar assumptions. This result derived by using
the exact noise process correlation function differs significantly
from the one given in [17, eq. (15)] obtained by assuming that
the autocovariance of squared noise process is a Dirac delta
function. We can, however, modify their approach to include
a width component W to get the same result. Let us study the
square-law component of the noise and assume that in (28) the
term (1− |τ|/T ) is decaying slowly as compared to the auto-
covariance of the squared noise process. Using approximation
(67) in Appendix,

Cy2
noise

(τ) = 2Cynoise(τ)
2 ≈ 2ϖ2

ω4
0

e−
ω0|τ|

Q cos2 (ω0|τ|) (37)

By integrating this to get the area it contains and by setting the
height of equivalent rectangle to be Cy2

noise
(0) we get the width

of the rectangle with

W =
Q(2+4Q2)

ω0(1+4Q2)
≈ 1

4 ·WNE
(38)

where WNE is defined in (27). By putting the whole area into a
Dirac delta function we get the same approximation for Var(ξ2)
as above

Var(ξ2) =
I2
0 α2

2

T

T∫

τ=−T

(
2Cynoise(0)

2

4 ·WNE

)
δ(τ)dτ

=
I2
0 α2

2

T

(
Na ·WNE · |Hmech( f0)|2

)2

2WNE
(39)

By using our approximations (35) and (36) for Var(ξ1) and
Var(ξ2), respectively, we get an approximation for their ratio

Var(ξ1)

Var(ξ2)
≈ α1

2

α2
2

ω3
0

Q3

4

Na (q/meff)
2 (40)

In the numerical results in Section VI we show the importance
of taking the previously neglected term Var(ξ1) into account for
the accurate analysis of the nanotube receiver.

B. Received Signal Analysis

In the analysis, we consider the steady-state response for the
signal component, i.e., we assume that T is large as compared
to the transient period. In the steady-state

E{yrecv(t,φ)}= Erad |Hmech( fc)|cos(2π fct +φ) (41)

where fc is the frequency of the sinusoidal (transmitted tone),
and the phase component φ includes the phase shifting by the
CNT [20] and a random carrier phase so that φ can be modeled
as random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π. The
Hmech is the response of the CNT at frequency fc which is found
with (1). Also,

E
{

yrecv(t,φ)2}= E{yrecv(t,φ)}2 +Cynoise(0), (42)

We assume that the phase is constant for one pulse, but inde-
pendent and identically distributed over different transmitted
pulses. By integrating over the phase φ and t, we get the mean
with

E(ξrecv)

=
I0

2πT

2π∫

φ=0

T∫

t=0

(
α2E

{
yrecv(t,φ)2}

+ α1E{yrecv(t,φ)}+1)dtdφ

= E(ξnoise)+
I0Erad

2α2 |Hmech( fc)|2

2
. (43)

which corresponds to the result in [17]. The mean does not
depend on the bit interval T due to averaging over φ. The
variance is Var(ξrecv) = E(ξ2

recv)−E(ξrecv)
2, where

E
(
ξ2

recv

)
=

1
2πT 2

·
2π∫

φ=0

T∫

t1=0

T∫

t2=0

E(g1 (yrecv(t1,φ))

·g1 (yrecv(t2,φ)))dt2dt1dφ. (44)

Let us denote x = yrecv(t1,φ) and y = yrecv(t2,φ). Now we ex-
pand E(g1(yrecv(t1,φ))g1(yrecv(t2,φ))) as in the noise-only case
and use the well-known results for moments of multivariate
normal variables with non-zero mean. For example,

E{x2y2}= µ2
xµ2

y +Cynoise(0)
2 +2Cynoise(t2 − t1)

2

+ Cynoise(0)
(
µ2

x +µ2
y

)
+4Cynoise(t2 − t1)µxµy, (45)

where we have used t2 − t1 since we integrate over t2 and t1 in
(44) and for a given phase φ

µx =Erad |Hmech( fc)|cos(2π fct1 +φ), (46)

µy =Erad |Hmech( fc)|cos(2π fct2 +φ). (47)

Substituting the expansion to (44), integrating, and using
Var(ξrecv) = E(ξ2

recv)−E(ξrecv)
2 we get (70) in Appendix D.

Reasonable good approximation is obtained by using only the
component of the first part that includes multiplication by T ,
i.e.,

Var(ξrecv)≈
E2

radI2
0 α2

2Na |Hmech( fc)|2 |Hmech( f0)|2

T

+ Var(ξnoise). (48)

In the special case of fc = f0, i.e., the transmitted tone’s fre-
quency equals the mechanical resonance frequency of the CNT,
this corresponds to the approximation given in [17], where the
justifications behind it are presented.
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V. MEAN AND VARIANCE WITH EXPONENTIAL

CURRENT CONVERSION FUNCTION

In this Section, we derive expressions for the mean and
variance of the average-level detector output for both noise and
signal with noise cases for the exponential current conversion
function (12) in Section II-B2 to obtain theoretical results for
the bit error rate for the On-Off keying with the tunneling
nanotube receiver [13].

A. Noise Analysis

The mean of the decision statistic for the tunneling nanotube
receiver with current conversion function g2 defined in (12) in
noise-only conditions can be found with

E(ξnoise) =

∞∫

y=−∞

g2(y) f (y;OFF)dy, (49)

where f (y;OFF) = 1/
√

2πCynoise(0)e
− y2

2Cynoise (0) is the PDF of
normal distribution with zero-mean and variance Cynoise(0). By
performing the integration we get

E(ξnoise) =
c1√

2Cynoise(0)c2 +1
(50)

For getting the variance we need the covariance of g2(ynoise(t))
denoted with Cg2(ynoise). As we are dealing here with the expo-
nent function instead of moments for which results are available
we have to use joint PDF of the bivariate normal distribution
(29) given by

fXY (x,y) =
1

2πCynoise(0)
√

1−ρ2

·e
− 1

2(1−ρ2)

[
(x−µx)2+(y−µy)2−2ρ(x−µx)(y−µy)

Cynoise (0)

]
, (51)

where

ρ(τ) =
Cynoise(τ)
Cynoise(0)

=
ue−|τ|v − ve−|τ|u

u− v
. (52)

Now we get the covariance in noise-only case by setting µx = 0
and µy = 0 and using

Cg2(ynoise)(τ) = E(g2(x)g2(y))−E(ξnoise)
2

=
∫

y

∫

x

g2(x)g2(y) fXY (x,y)dydx−E(ξnoise)
2

= c1
2(1+4c2Cynoise(0)−4c2

2

(
−1+ρ(τ)2)Cynoise(0)

2)−1/2

−E(ξnoise)
2 (53)

Finally, we get the variance of the average-level detector
output as

Var(ξnoise) =
1
T

T∫

τ=−T

(1−|τ|/T )Cg2(ynoise)(τ)dτ (54)

which can be integrated numerically.

B. Received Signal Analysis

For the tunneling nanotube receiver we get the mean with

E(ξrecv) =
1

2πT

2π∫

φ=0

T∫

t=0

∞∫

y=−∞

g2(y) f (y;ON)dydtdφ. (55)

Above f (y;ON) refers to the PDF of normal distribution with
mean Erad|Hmech( fc)|cos(2π fct +φ) and variance Cynoise(0). By
combining terms inside the exponential we can integrate over y

E(ξrecv) =
1

2πT
c1√

2Cynoise(0)c2 +1

·
2π∫

φ=0

T∫

t=0

e
− c2(Erad|Hmech( fc)|cos(2π fct+φ))2

2Cynoise (0)c2+1 dtdφ (56)

where the integration over φ and t can be done numerically. We
get variance with

Var(ξrecv) = E
(
ξ2

recv

)
−E(ξrecv)

2, (57)

where E(ξrecv) is given by (56) and

E
(
ξ2

recv

)
=

1
2πT 2

·
2π∫

φ=0

T∫

t1=0

T∫

t2=0

E(g2 (yrecv(t1,φ))g2 (yrecv(t2,φ)))dt2dt1dφ.

(58)

By integrating over the bivariate normal PDF we get

E(g2 (yrecv(t1,φ))g2 (yrecv(t2,φ)))

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

c1
2 exp

(
c2(µ2

x+µ2
y+2c2(µ2

x+µ2
y−2µ2

xµ2
yρ(τ))Cynoise (0))

4c2Cynoise (0)(−1+c2(−1+ρ(τ)2)Cynoise (0))−1

)
√

1+4c2Cynoise(0)−4c2
2 (−1+ρ(τ)2)Cynoise(0)

2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

(59)

where µx and µy are defined at the end of Section IV and
τ = t2 − t1.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In all of the results for the nanotube receiver we use α2 =
−7.6541 × 1011, α1 = −2.9014 × 105, q = 3 × 10−14, based
on [16, Table I], and for the tunneling nanotube receiver we
use q = 10−15, c1 = 4.6946×10−6, c2 = 7.5251×1017, based
on [13]. Common to both cases we use meff = 3.7671×10−20.
The utilized values of q are derived assuming capacitance C =
10−16 F[16] and from this the charge q at the tip is obtained
by multiplying the capacitance with the applied voltage. This
results in a much smaller charge q for the tunneling nanotube
receiver, since the applied voltage is assumed to be 10 V
compared to 300 V for the nanotube receiver.
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Fig. 5. Ratio of the linear and square-law variance components in digital com-
munication with nanotube receiver as a function of bit interval T . Horizontal
solid lines denote results by our approximation (40).

Fig. 6. Simulated and theoretical distribution (normal distribution using the
theoretical mean and variance) for η− I0 for the nanotube receiver in noise-
only (noise) and signal with noise (recv) cases, Q = 800, f0 = 82 MHz, Erad =
0.547 V/m, T = 10−4 s, σ2

int = 0. Optimal threshold λ∗ found with (68) shown
as a solid vertical line.

A. Importance of the Linear Component for
Variance Calculations

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of the linear (34) and square-law (69)
components of the variance in the noise-only case (33). We can
see that at some parameters (high frequency, low quality factor)
the linear component scaled by α1 is dominant. Even with
higher quality factors and lower frequencies, it has a significant
contribution on the total variance and cannot be ignored. Our
approximation (40) (horizontal solid lines) is very accurate
unless T is small.

B. Gaussian Approximation for the Distribution of the
Detector Outputs

1) Nanotube Receiver: Fig. 6 shows a comparison between
simulated and Gaussian distributions using the theoretical mean
and variance values found in Section IV, i.e., the mean found

Fig. 7. Simulated and theoretical distribution (normal distribution using the
theoretical mean and variance) for η for the tunneling nanotube receiver in
noise-only (noise) and signal with noise (recv) cases, Q = 800, f0 = 82 MHz,
Erad = 16.33 V/m, T = 10−4 s, σ2

int = 0. Optimal threshold λ∗ found with (68)
shown as a solid vertical line.

with (28) (noise-only) and (43) (signal with noise denoted as
recv) and variance found with (33) (component values by (34)
and (69)) (noise-only) and (70) (signal with noise). To focus on
the effects of the receiver type in Fig. 6, we assume no internal
noise, i.e., σ2

int = 0.
We show the distribution of η− I0 since otherwise the much

stronger I0 is masking the x-axis. For better accuracy in the
tails more moments than just mean and variance could be
calculated. However, this would be cumbersome and we can
already observe very good agreement. Furthermore, we can
observe that the transient component does not significantly
affect the results. The solid vertical line is the optimal threshold
λ∗ found with (68).

2) Tunneling Nanotube Receiver: Fig. 7 shows comparison
between simulated and Gaussian distributions using the the-
oretical mean and variance values found in Section V, i.e.,
mean found with (50) (noise-only) and (56) (signal with noise
denoted as recv) and variance found with (54) (noise-only) and
(57) (signal with noise). To focus on the effects of the receiver
type in Fig. 7, we assume no internal noise, i.e., σ2

int = 0 is
used in the (21)–(24). A good agreement between theoretical
and simulated results can be observed. We can see that when
simulations also include the transient part of the output signal
there is a small loss in the output. For longer bit intervals T the
loss will get smaller and for shorter bit intervals bigger.

C. Bit Error Rates

We used (26) to find the BER with mean and variance values
found with the theory in the Section IV (nanotube receiver) and
in the Section V (tunneling nanotube receiver) together with
(21)–(24) to add the effects of the internal noise to the decision
variable.

Fig. 8 present BER as a function of communication distance
with 20 dBm transmit power (or 10 dBm transmit power and
10 dB antenna gain), and T = 10−4 s. These results have
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Fig. 8. BER for digital communication for the nanotube and tunneling nan-
otube receivers, T = 10−4 s, Q = 800, f0 = 82 MHz, PT = 20 dBm, V = 300
(nanotube receiver), V = 10 (tunneling nanotube receiver), q = 3× 10−14 C
(nanotube receiver), q= 10−15 C (tunneling nanotube receiver), internal noise’s
standard deviation varied between σint = 0–100 nA.

been derived by utilizing the optimal threshold λ∗ found with
(68). Since the transient duration (around 5 × 10−6) is small
compared to T it is not a limiting factor and the maximum
bit rate is around 10 000 bits per second provided that BER
is sufficiently small. We can see that because of the smaller
q the performance of the tunneling nanotube receiver is poor
over long distances. Only when distance gets smaller, around
14 cm, the BER reduces to an acceptable level (around 0.001).
For longer distances, the nanotube receiver is far superior,
even capable of communicating with around 4 meters com-
munication distance. However, the nanotube receiver is very
sensitive to internal noise. This is because the distance between
mean levels in noise and signal with noise cases is typically
very small. For the tunneling nanotube receiver, the distance
between the mean levels is much bigger giving it robustness
against internal noise. We can read from the figure that when
standard deviation of internal noise is 10 nA or more, the
performance of the tunneling nanotube receiver is better. When
the standard deviation is 1 nA, both receivers give similar
performance. When standard deviation is less, the nanotube
receiver is better. However, we must keep in mind that the main
point in the tunneling nanotube receiver is smaller voltage re-
quirements. Therefore the preferred receiver depends on many
factors including targeted communication distance, available
voltage, and internal noise level. We also point out that when we
increased the internal noise’s standard deviation to a very high
value of 1 µA, finally performance of the tunneling nanotube
receiver was degrading (not shown in the figure).

Fig. 9 present BER as a function of communication distance
with 0 dBm transmit power (or for example −20 dBm transmit
power and 20 dB antenna and near-field gain). We can see
that even with low transmit power level the tunneling nanotube
receiver can be used for around 10 mm distances which is
sufficient for communication in nanonetworks [24]. The nan-
otube receiver leads again to longer or shorter communication
distances depending on the internal noise level.

Fig. 9. BER for digital communication for the nanotube and tunneling nan-
otube receivers, T = 10−4 s, Q = 800, f0 = 82 MHz, PT = 0 dBm, V = 300
(nanotube receiver), V = 10 (tunneling nanotube receiver), q = 3× 10−14 C
(nanotube receiver), q = 10−15 C (tunneling nanotube receiver), standard
deviation varied between σint = 0–100 nA.

Fig. 10. BER for digital communication for the nanotube receiver as a
function of the carrier frequency fc, T = 10−4 s, Q = 800, f0 = 82 MHz,
PT = 20 dBm, d = 1 m, V = 300, q = 3×10−14 C, σint = 0–100 nA.

Fig. 10 shows that the best performance is obtained when the
transmitted tone frequency fc is close to the CNT resonance
frequency f0 no matter what is the internal noise level.

VII. THE IMPACT OF THE CNT’S SIZE PARAMETERS

The size parameters (radius and length) have multiple effects.
First, they affect the mechanical resonance frequency as de-
scribed in [7]. The length and radius also affect the amplitude
of oscillations due to their effect on the effective mass of the
CNT and also on their effect on the charge q at the tip of the
CNT. The effective mass is proportional to the product of radius
and length. The charge q is also approximately proportional to
the product of radius and length [8], [27]. The quality factor
depends on the radius and length [28]. Typically, the quality
factor increases as length is increased and decreases as radius
is increased. As concluded in [28], classical laws cannot fully
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explain the dependence of Q on these factors and new theories
need to be developed. Higher Q and q reduce the equivalent
noise power spectral density Na. The length and radius also
affect the field amplification which can be approximated to
be proportional to the ratio between the length and radius of
the CNT [27]. Our models are generic and support arbitrary
system parameters. However, to get realistic input parameters,
we have used parameters based on actual measurements in [16].
The data in [16] are based on CNT which has a length of
1300 nanometers and a radius of 15 nanometers. Due to the
limited amount of experimental data available and non-classical
behavior, e.g., for Q, it is difficult to give accurate results for
other configurations. New physical models and experiments are
needed. However, these are out of the scope, as the focus is
communication theoretical modeling.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A framework for performance analysis of nanoscale VHF
band communication is presented. The objective of this work
is to consider both the nanotube (including square-law and
linear components) and tunneling nanotube receivers. Theo-
retical results for the mean and variance for the average-level
detector output for noise-only and signal with noise cases are
found enabling the calculation of the BER. The results are
derived by using the exact correlation function of the CNT
tip displacement y with verification by computer simulations.
The significance of the analysis stems from the fact that the
previously ignored linear component which significantly affects
the results is taken into account, and that both exact results
and easy to use approximations are presented. Furthermore,
the analysis covers the tunneling nanotube receiver for which
communication theoretic analysis has not been previously pre-
sented. The results confirm that the VHF band is a promising
band for nanoscale communication. In future studies, a detailed
interference analysis including macro-to-nano interference will
be considered. Mixed nanonetworks utilizing both the VHF and
the THz bands is also an interesting topic for future research.

APPENDIX A

We find the autocorrelation of ynoise(t) by taking the inverse
Fourier transform of its PSD

Cynoise(τ) =
Na

2

(
q

meff
/(2π)2

)2

×
∞∫

f=−∞

1[(
f 2 − f 2

0

)2
+
(

f f0
Q

)2
]e j2π f τd f . (60)

By following the approach by Slepian in [29] we get

Cynoise(τ) = ϖ

[
ue−|τ|v − ve−|τ|u

uv(u− v)

]
, (61)

where

ϖ =
NaQ
4ω0

(q/meff)
2 (62)

and u and v are complex-valued solutions to

uv = ω2
0,u

2 + v2 = ω2
0

[
1

Q2 −2

]
(63)

satisfying Re[u] ≥ 0,Re[v] ≥ 0. In this paper, we utilize the
following solution

u =
ω0

2Q
− i

ω0(
√

4Q2 −1)
2Q

, v = u∗ (64)

where (·)∗ denotes complex conjugate and we have assumed
that Q > 1/2 which is realistic to enable wireless signal re-
ception. An alternative expression involving only real-values
variables

Cynoise(τ) =
ϖe−

ω0|τ|
2Q

ω2
0

(
cos

(
ω0|τ|

√
1− 1

4Q2

)

+
sin
(

ω0|τ|
√

1− 1
4Q2

)
√

4Q2 −1

⎞
⎠ . (65)

The Cynoise(τ) is also the autocovariance since ynoise(t) is zero-
mean. For practical quality factors

Cynoise(τ)≈
ϖ
ω2

0

e−
ω0|τ|

2Q

(
cos(ω0|τ|)+

sin(ω0|τ|)
2Q

)
(66)

and for Q � 1 we can use

Cynoise(τ)≈
ϖ
ω2

0

e−
ω0|τ|

2Q cos(ω0|τ|) . (67)

The above approximation for high values of Q can also be
obtained by modeling the response of the filter Hmech in (1) as
baseband RC-filter upconverted to frequency f0 and by using
the relationship between autocorrelation of bandpass signals
and their baseband representation.

APPENDIX B

The critical points for (26) are given in (68), shown at the
bottom of the page, where

κ =

√
Var(ηnoise)Var(ηrecv)

Var(ηnoise)−Var(ηrecv)
.

λ∗=
E(ηrecv)Var(ηnoise)−E(ηnoise)Var(ηrecv)

Var(ηnoise)−Var(ηrecv)
±κ ·

√
(E(ηnoise)−E(ηrecv))

2+(Var(ηnoise)−Var(ηrecv)) log

(
Var(ηnoise)

Var(ηrecv)

)
(68)
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APPENDIX C

Var(ξ2) =
ϖ2

T 2

I0
2α2

2

u4v4(u+ v)2(u− v)2

×
(
(v6e−2Tu − v6)

+ u6(e−2T v +2T v−1)

+ u5(2ve−2T v −2v+4T v2)

+ u(2T v6 +2v5e−2Tu −2v5)

− u4(6T v3 − v2e−2T v + v2)

− u3
(

6T v4 +8v3e−T (u+v)−8v3
)

+ u2(4T v5 + v4e−2Tu − v4)
)
. (69)

APPENDIX D

Var(ξrecv) =
4E2

radI2
0 |Hmech( fc)|2 ϖα2

2

T 2

·
(

uβ2 − vα2 +αβ(u2 − v2)T
α2β2(u− v)

+
4π2 f 2

c (α2u−β2v)

ω2
0α2β2(u− v)

)

+
E2

radI2
0 |Hmech( fc)|2

T 2

·
(

α2
1 (1− cos(2πT fc))

4π2 f 2
c

+
E2

radα2
2 |Hmech( fc)|2

32π2 f 2
c

(
1− cos(2πT fc)

2))

+
E2

radI2
0 |Hmech( fc)|2 ϖα2

2

T 2α2β2(u− v)

·
(
4cos(2πT fc)(α2ve−T v −β2ue−Tu)

+16π fc sin(2πT fc)(β2e−Tu −α2e−T v)

+
16

ω2
0

π2 f 2
c cos(2πT fc)(β2ve−Tu −α2ue−T v)

)
+Var(ξnoise). (70)

where α = (4π2 f 2
c +u2) and β = (4π2 f 2

c + v2).
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